
Security Document World is actually pretty good...

There are many small conferences and exhibitions running throughout 
the year, all clamouring to get you through their doors. We thought 
SDW looked a little dull, but last year were proved very wrong. SDW is 
a well organised, intimate conference with genuinely interesting topics! 
Here are a few themes that we like the sound of which are taking 
place this year: 

• eVisa, eID, eDL, ePassports (American Embassy, Infineon)

• Make ID crime pay, Fraud profiling (Met Police, National Counterterrorism Center)

• Border control, PKD, PKI (3M, Serco)

• Using Nanotechnology for security (Bilcare)

SDW run an exhibition to complement the conference and this is 
where we come in. UFE and Otto Künnecke will be found on booth 
E15. The conference costs upwards of £500 but the exhibition is free 
to attend. We know you might not come all the way to Westminster 
just to talk to us, so click here for a list of other participants.

Künnecke are known in the UK mainly for their card mailing machines. 
We want to use this exhibition to increase the profile of the systems 
they have delivered for over twenty ID projects worldwide and also 
their range of PIN Handling systems.

A brief summary of the product range is set out below. Videos, 
brochures and further information are available on the Künnecke
section of the UFE website. 

Mon 8th Feb (conference)
08:30-17:30 

Tue 9th Feb (exhibition)
09:15-17:00

Wed 10th Feb (exhibition) 
09:15-15:45

Passport based products
PPS - passport packaging system. An automatic system to verify ID 
documents, print a letter based on the information and insert with 
enclosures into envelopes. Additional functions for registered mail can 
be integrated.

Variations of the PPS include the PPS-M (mailing), PPS-V (Verification), 
PPS-S (Sorting) and PPS-P (Packaging). The sorting and packaging 
systems are designed for applications where passports need to be sent 
to branch offices.



Paper based products
PHS - PIN Handling system. Kuennecke manufactures modular and 
secure solutions for the dispatch of PIN mailings. These systems are 
installed in banks and financial institutions worldwide. 

BIS and MIS - basic and multiple channel inserting systems with 
folding, nesting, verification and post processing including franking, 
labelling, personalisation, marking and sorting.

EISS - envelope inspection and sorting system to optimise, verify, print 
and sort daily mailing production.

PAS - pad application system to apply security labels over PIN numbers 
and other sensitive information on continuous forms. 

Free Exhibition Ticket!
SDW is a great opportunity to update yourself on the latest developments in identity solutions. If 
you would like to attend the exhibition, you can contact us using the details below. 

Kind regards,
Lindsay. 

Lindsay Orr 
t: +44 (0) 1727 899 900
e: lindsay@uniquefinishing.co.uk w: www.uniquefinishing.co.uk

If you DO NOT wish to receive further UFE newsletters, please click here


